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Lack of interoperability: semantic  and technical 
• Ecosystem of  
– Open and Closed resources 
– Silos of LRs 
–  Complementary resources 
• Lexicon, Corpora, 
Dictionaries, Grammars, …. 
– Heterogeneous formats  
• E.g, for Lexicons: Lexinfo, 
LMF, LIR, Lemon, … 
– Several repositories with 
different metadata and 
schemas 
– Many APIs and services for 
querying 
 Discovery and reuse LR  in third party applications is hard, manual and time consuming 
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Use cases for LR Discovery 
• Language metadata content 
– Give me bilingual dictionaries in 
Spanish, German , that accounts for 
grammatical number and gender 
with  Creative Common licenses 
• Language Resources content 
– Give me all occurrences in corpora 
of the token “bank” disambiguated 




• Language Services 
– Give me all RESTfull services 
that can extract terms
 from text in Latvian. 
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*Picture attribution: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Gugerell 
“Red” 
Etimologiy Del latin “rete” 
Gender: “f” 
Definition.: “Conjunto de 
ordenadores o de equipos 
informáticos conectados entre 
sí….”  
“Red” 
Sinonyms: “sistema”, “malla”,” distribución” 
“Red” 









Category: redes informáticas 
Image 
Complementary 
but not connected 
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Foundations 
Unique identifiers: URI  
 identify or name a resource 
RDF(S) models 
   
El Quijote Cervantes 
Is creator of 
Work Person 
Is creator of 
Is a Is a 
http://datos.bne.es/resource/XX1718747 http://datos.bne.es/resource/XX3383563 
http://iflastandards.info/ns/fr/frbr/frbrer/C1005 http://iflastandards.info/ns/fr/frbr/frbrer/C1001 
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sample data  
(855 records) 
Acknowledgements: Marta Vill gas and Nuria Bel 
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Linked Data and Language 





LD is increasingly multilingual 
 
Linguistic LD 
 Subset of LD focussed on LR 
 Open or Close Licenses 
 Resources in RDF  
 Interconnected with other data 
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How LD and Linguistic LD is related 
How many Linguistic Resources are exposed in 
RDF? 
LOD Is Linguistic LOD just another 
type of dataset to be 
exposed in RDF? 
 
Is the role of Linguistic LOD to 
extend the domain LOD 
datasets with lexical entries? 
 
How the Linguistic LOD 
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Key Ingredients in Linguistic LD 
1. Agree on vocabularies for describing  
• LR  metadata  
• LR content  
2. Unified  and standardized language 
for describing resources ( RDF(S)) 
3. Unified and standardized query 
language (SPARQL) 
4. Standardized  non-proprietary APIs 
5. Links to other resources 
Additional Requirements for LRs as LD:  
Keep track of the License (open or closed) information 
Keep track of the Provenance of the resource 
Keep track of the use of the resource 
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What is 3LD?  
    3LD 
      Linguistic Linked Licensed Data 
Language resources 
such as: 
    - Lexica  
    - Corpora 
    - Dictionaries 
    - Grammars  .. 
 
NIF 
NLP Interchange Format 




 - Lexica  
     - Corpora 
     - ..... 
ODRL 
Open Digital Rights Language 
Published along with 
a machine-readable 
license. 
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Method and lifecycle 
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Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) 
• MANDATORY  
•  To ensure uniqueness of the resource at the Web scale  
•  To allow the Linked Data mechanisms  
• Assigned by … 
– An authoritative part (E.g. ELDA) 
– Each provider can create their own URIs  
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The need of ontologies 
and  
owl: sameAs 
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Linking LR content    
• Which “sameAs” should I use? 
– myOwn: SameAs 
– lvont: somewhatSameAs 
– lvont: nearlySameAs 
– SKOS: exactMatch 
– SKOS: closedMatch 
– SKOS: relatedTo 
– OWL: sameAs 
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Linked Data allows 
linguistic metadata and 
linguistic data discovery, 
sharing, reuse and 
integration 
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maintainers, formats, etc.)  
Linguistic specific metadata 
(type of resource,  languages 
covered, etc.) 
Provenance and licensing 
(openness, attribution, etc.) 
DCAT, VoID, … 
Prov-O, ODRL, … 
Metashare,CLARIN, 
LREMap, … 
lemon, NIF, … 
Linguistic Data 
 (lexical entries, senses, 
annotations, etc., ) 
Provenance and licensing 
(openness, attribution, etc.) 
Join the LD4LT W3C community group 
http://www.w3.org/community/ld4lt/ 
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A roadmap 
1. Definition of the metadata OWL ontology @ LD4LT W3C group 
– Open community group 
– Bottom-up approach: UPF’s model as starting point 
– Expanded with data and process PROVENANCE and LICENSE modules 
– Backwards compatible with MS and LREMap models  
– In agreement with members of LD4LT W3C group 
2. Development of a generic RDF convertor of MS metadata 
3. Exposure of metadata of MS nodes as LD 
4. Develop a Linguistic LD observatory (LIDER) 
5. In parallel, explore exposing data of MS LRs into LD  
– Definition of guidelines aligned with BPMLOD W3C group activities 
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 MS License description as RDF 
• META-SHARE recommends a set of 21 licenses, classified in: 
– META-SHARE Non Redistribution 
– META-SHARE Commons («distribution towards META-SHARE members») 
– Creative Commons 
• ALL of them can be represented as RDF using extendedly used 
vocabularies such as ODRL (Open Digital Rights Licenses) 
• Advantages of expressing licenses as RDF: 
– Unambiguous identification of  well known licenses by their URIs 
– Enables conditional access to resources  
– Automatic license compatibility analysis when integrating resources 
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Example of a MS License as RDF 
 
@prefix rdf:   <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 
@prefix rdfs:  <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 
@prefix odrl:  <http://www.w3.org/ns/odrl/2/> . 
 
<http://example.com/nc-nored-nd-ff> a odrl:Policy ;         
    rdfs:label      "NC-NoReD-ND-FF" ;         
    rdfs:comment    "MetaShare NonCommercial, No Redistribution, No Derivatives, for a fee. 
                     Perpetual, worldwide, allowing no redistribution of the original. "@en ; 
    rdfs:seeAlso    <http://www.meta-net.eu/meta-share....pdf> ;         
    odrl:permission  [ a            odrl:Permission ;                            
     odrl:action  odrl:reproduce;                            
     odrl:duty    [ a            odrl:Duty ; 
                                      odrl:action  odrl:pay ;                                         
                                      odrl:target  "XXX EUR"                                        
                                    ]                          
                      ] ; 
    odrl:prohibition  [ a           odrl:Prohibition ; 
                        odrl:action odrl:commercialize, odrl:distribute, odrl:derive   
                      ] .     
META-SHARE NonCommercial NoRedistribution NoDerivatives For-a-Fee Licence 
See demo at http://conditional.linkeddata.es 
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Conclussion. Linked Data is to be 
accessed and  used by machines  









Join the community  
www.w3c.org/community/ld4lt 
 
